
SC396 

Specifications: 
 
Length:   365mm 
Height:   260mm 
Width:         58mm        
Weight:  2.04kg 
Air pressure:  4.9-8.4Kpa 
Staple capacity:  104 staples per load 

SP50-10B uses the following staples: 

Features: 
 
 Long blade for good reach 
 Magazine holds 2 sticks of staples 
 Quick release magazine to clear 

any jams 
 Easy to hang or mount on a stand 
 
 
Designed for carton assembly and closure, this 
time saving tool  is fast and easy to use. 
 
Powerful, heavy-duty pneumatic stapling pliers 
for fastening corrugated cartons e.g. pallet 
cartons, carton inserts and other corrugated 
material requiring a plier type stapler. 
 
Long magazine has large staple capacity which 
reduces reloading down time. 
 
Especially designed for securing varying 
thicknesses of corrugated packing material. Fits 
staple leg lengths from 10mm to 16mm 
depending on work requirements. Has a deep 
152mm throat which provides for staple 
placement well in from the edge of work. 
 
The powerful direct action of the SP50 shuttle 
compresses corrugated cardboard while each 
staple is being driven with minimal damage to 
the liner. 

AN OUTSTANDING TOOL FOR: 

 Stapling corrugated cardboard 
 Produce cartons 
 Fish cartons 
 Spare parts cartons 
 Pallet cartons 

   Staple Code Box Qty Length 

   SB103020-10MM 
   SB103020-12MM 
   SB103020-16MM 

2,500 
2,500 
2,500 

10mm 
12mm 
16mm 
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PS50-10B Pneumatic Stapling Plier 

SC555 

PS50-10B uses the following staples: 

Features: 
 
 Long blade for good reach. 
 Magazine holds 2 sticks of staples. 
 Quick release magazine to clear any 

jams. 
 Easy to hang or mount on a stand. 
 
Designed for carton assembly and closure, this 
time saving tool is fast and easy to use. 
 
Powerful, heavy-duty pneumatic stapling pliers 
for fastening corrugated cartons, eg pallet 
cartons, carton inserts and other corrugated 
material requiring a plier type stapler. 
 
Long magazine has large staple capacity which 
reduces reloading down time. 
 
Especially designed for securing varying 
thicknesses of corrugated packing material.  Fits 
staple leg lengths from 10mm to 16mm 
depending on work requirements.  Has a deep 
152mm throat which provides for staple 
placement well in from the edge of work. 
 
The powerful direct action of the PS50 shuttle 
compresses corrugated cardboard while each 
staple is being driven with minimal damage to 
the liner. 


